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Verbal Description of a Vermont Humanities “Words in the Woods” poetry reading by Judith Chalmer 

Thank you for your interest in verbal description of this Vermont Humanities Words in the Woods poetry 
reading.  Verbal description is an accessibility tool useful for people who are blind or who have low 
vision.  This verbal description contains two sections.  Section 1 is a brief overview of the visual elements 
in the video.  Section 2 is a longer, scene-by-scene description. 

 

Section 1: A brief overview of the visual elements in the video 

This poetry reading and discussion takes place in six different spots along Osmore Pond and Hosmer 
Brook in New Discovery State Park, on a day of mixed sun and clouds late in Vermont’s fall foliage 
season.  Leaves in muted tones of red, orange, gold and green can be seen on the hillside across the 
pond and everywhere underfoot, along paths and on picnic tables, nestled into stone fire places, 
billowing gently beneath ripples on the shore, and settling over boulders at the edge of the pond and 
stream.  Poet Judith Chalmer stands or sits to read and talk, sometimes gesturing, sometimes looking 
down at her papers, sometimes looking across the pond, and often looking directly at the camera.  She 
appears sometimes in wooded areas in front of the blue pond and sky with wispy clouds above, 
sometimes seated in a clearing at a picnic table or on the edge of a stone fireplace, surrounded by multi-
hued foliage.  Between scenes, the camera follows her walking down a wooded path to the next site.  
Judith Chalmer is a light-skinned person with short gray hair.  She is wearing glasses that are tinted in 
the bright light, so her eyes are only partially visible.  She wears a gray facemask, which is pulled down 
around her neck for the introduction and is not worn during the times she is speaking in this socially 
distanced setting with only the videographer and the poet present. She is wearing a black quilted jacket 
and khaki-colored pants. 

 

Section 2: A scene-by-scene description 

Scene 1: Introduction: The video begins with cascading images of woods and water.  In the first view, a 
bright blue sky and distant blue-green hillside appear through a canopy of color formed by bright orange 
leaves dangling from a dark branch. In the second, a woodland stream flows beneath a fallen log, 
banked on either side by leaf-covered boulders.  The scene shifts to poet Judith Chalmer, standing at the 
entrance to New Discovery Park in front of a post from which are hanging three green signs with gold 
colored lettering, each sign separate but connected by chains.  The top sign says, “Entrance New 
Discovery State Park.” Beneath are signs that say, “Osmore Pond Picnic Area” and “Kettle Pond 
Registration.”  Behind the sign is a road leading into the park, flanked by an abundance of sunlit trees, 
their autumn-colored leaves glowing in multiple shades of gold and green.   

Next, we look across a large pond to a forested hillside with fall foliage in muted colors of orange, red, 
gold and green.  Logos of the partnering organizations for Words in the Woods then appear at the 
bottom of this scene. The logo for Vermont Humanities consists of the letter “H” tipped on its side as if 
dancing, next to the words, “Vermont Humanities.”  The logo for the Vermont Agency of Natural 
Resources, Forests Parks and Recreation is framed by a half-moon shape at the top showing blue sky, a 
green mountain and a single evergreen tree, and at the bottom a horizontal strip with blue and white 
lines within representing flowing water under a blue sky. The words “Vermont” and “Forests, Parks & 
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Recreation” float in the center between the two images. The words “Agency of Natural Resources” 
appear at the very bottom of the logo, beneath the images. The logo for Vermont Arts Council consists 
of a green swoop of color next to the words, “Vermont Arts Council, working for a creative state.” 

Scene 2: Osmore Pond:  The scene begins with varied views of woods and water: First we see sun-
splashed boulders at the edge of a pool of water, one boulder striped by a raised seam left from glacial 
movement long ago, and more rounded rocks rippling underwater. Then the scene spreads out across 
the surface of a large pond, with a blurry, distant hill rising beyond it, visible through a foreground of 
sparse green and copper leaves fluttering from dark branches. Next, a lush evergreen dips downward 
from the top left, behind which we can see a bright blue sky and at the bottom of the scene just the top 
of the hazy, forested hillside in the distance. The scene next shifts to a new sequence in which we first 
see Judith Chalmer standing in front of green foliage and dark tree trunks, with the blue of the pond 
partially visible behind, that scene fading to a woodland scene where Chalmer is seen from a distance 
walking away from the camera down a sunlit path through dappled foliage still clinging to stems and 
branches high and low. Next, we return the pond but with a different view, where a symmetrical 
evergreen arrows upward in the center of the frame, rising from the shadowed ground-level foliage all 
the way through the bright blue sky and wispy clouds above. 

Th scene switches back to Judith Chalmer standing in front of delicate foliage and dark tree trunks as she 
introduces her book, “Minnow,” the cover of which is briefly shown on the screen, consisting of the title, 
“Minnow” at the top and the lines “poems” and “Judith Chalmer” at the bottom. Between the lettering 
at top and bottom, an impressionistic image of a woodland stream strewn with leaves and light and 
flanked by foliage, fills the center. We then return to Chalmer standing in front of branched foliage and a 
few standing trunks. The camera moves closer to focus on her face while she reads her poem, then 
returns to its original distance for the next discussion in which the camera mirrors Chalmer’s verbal 
description of some of the features in the area, and in between those descriptions returns to showing 
Chalmer talking.  Chalmer can be seen sometimes looking at the camera, sometimes gesturing as she 
talks, sometimes looking down at her papers, sometimes looking across the pond. 

Scene 3: Stone fireplace: This scene is introduced by another view of Judith Chalmer seen from a 
distance walking down the wooded path.  Next, she is seated in a leaf-strewn clearing on the side of a 
stone fireplace next to its raised iron grate as she introduces her poem. Again, the camera moves closer 
during the reading of the poem, returning to its original distance for the rest of the discussion. 

Scene 4: Hosmer Brook: After another brief transition with Judith Chalmer seen walking down the path, 
the new scene settles on a wooded area with many slim trees, their branches still dressed in faded 
greens and yellows with one bright scarf of red leaves shimmering in the shadows.  Chalmer stands next 
to a small bend in a brook that ripples gently behind as she introduces her poem.  During the 
introduction, the camera focuses briefly on the brook as it flows swiftly under a fallen tree, bubbling 
around a boulder, its banks strewn with even more boulders and abundant fallen leaves on turf that 
rises gently into the lush foliage of nearby shrubs and slender trees.  As the reading proceeds, there are 
interludes where the camera focuses closely on detail, such as a leaf-covered boulder at the edge of the 
brook, split by the shadow of a nearby tree, or the edge of the rippling brook where it winds past its 
meandering border of rounded rocks. In between, Chalmer is seen reading, sometimes from a distance, 
and sometimes with a close-up view of her face. 
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Scene 5: Picnic Table: The interlude between scenes this time shows Judith Chalmer disappearing 
around a curve in the path, sunlight beaming through the forest around her.  Next, Chalmer is seated at 
a wooden picnic table with brown leaves scattered across its top.  Behind her, scored gray tree trunks 
rise from a thick bed of brown leaves, dappled in the sun.  After she reads her poem, she remains at the 
table for an extended discussion during which she sometimes places her chin on her hand, or otherwise 
gestures, sometimes lifting her papers as she reads.  The camera shows a copy of the cover of a book, 
“How Does A Poem Mean,” by John Ciardi, when Chalmer introduces it. The teal-colored book cover has 
four roughly outlined drawings arrayed in a quadrant, one of a lyre, one of a laurel-crowned head, one 
of a quill pen and ink bottle, and one of a bound book. As Chalmer reads a section from the book that 
compares symbols in poems to ripples in a pool, the camera shows ripples spreading out from a sunken 
rock that barely brushes the surface of nearby Osmore Pond. Between that discussion and a reading of a 
poem by Lisel Mueller, there is another brief, broad view of Osmore Pond rippling softly in the sunshine, 
the trees on its opposite bank glowing red, orange, yellow and green. 

Scene 6:  A clearing:  After another interlude showing Judith Chalmer walking down the path, she is seen 
seated in a clearing while sunshine streams across the forest floor behind her.  A weathered tree trunk 
rises to her right in a shaft of sliver-gray, as she reads her final poem.  

The video ends with the logo of Vermont Humanities and its website: vermonthumanities.org and its 
email: @vthumanities. 

 

 


